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Happy birthday, René Descartes!

(born March 31, 1596)

“Some years ago I was struck by 

the large number of falsehoods 

that I had accepted as true in my 

childhood, and by the highly 

doubtful nature of the whole 

edifice that I had subsequently 

based on them.  I realized that it 

was necessary, once in the course 

of my life, to demolish everything 

completely and start again right 

from the foundations if I wanted 

to establish anything at all in the 

sciences that was stable and likely 

to last.” --- Meditations



My experience …
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Lessons I have learned …

 Teaching isn’t as much about style/technique as relationships

 Emerson and C.S. Lewis both express how relationships grow from shared interests

 Know yourself and your students in order to know how to teach them

 Know and love your content --- teaching comes from the heart

 Joe Gallian’s “just say yes!” isn’t 100% on the mark, but give it a try!

 When we stop growing, we start dying
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New Experiences in Teaching

 Each year approximately 85 new PhDs are made NExT fellows

 Great way for new PhDs to become part of math community

 Read John Fink’s opinion in the Spring Newsletter!
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Michigan NExT revival

 Restriction to new, young faculty makes it vulnerable to hiring freezes

 False belief that only new faculty benefit from teaching innovations

 New faculty and Experienced faculty Together

 Make a program that is not just for new faculty

 We all need to keep learning new innovations in both teaching and research

 We grow better when we all work together
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 Networking

 More ways of working together and getting to know each other

 Education

 Teaching innovations

 eXperience

 Member mentoring

 Curriculum and major designs

 Training

 Workshops to learn the latest research



Share your ideas, please!

 Thank you!


